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V I C T O R  C A R R A S C O  B E R L A N G A

Each new project starts with a blank page and, for many reasons, 
this is one of the most exciting ones we have encountered. 

Viccarbe inspires Mediterranean experiences for global co-
llaborative spaces so our dream was embracing the outdoor 
furnishing as well. We wanted to take the plunge only with a 
clearly differentiated proposal. 

Many existing garden furniture collections are being used in 
workspaces nowadays, therefore other than thinking on what 
and how, we have given a lot of thought to the reason why and 
purpose behind this new line. Viccarbe Collaborative Outdoor 
is raised to foster collaboration, productivity, creativity, obser- 
vation, inspiration and the personal growth of our teams, 
connecting us to nature and bringing back our cultural roots. 
A collection that offers more than just products, but solutions 
to enjoy and appreciate the alfresco area as an extension of the 
office and workspace. 

This is what makes us different. 
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Context Talking about outdoor furniture is talking about collaboration. 

Nature inspires us to connect, dream and create. Nature brings 

us back to our roots. The natural light invites us to make the 

exterior stage the meeting point of all the celebrations and 

reunions, the place to share and cooperate. We are increasingly 

committed to creating outdoor spaces with natural textures and 

raw materials that transmit serenity and harmony. Places to 

live, feel and enjoy.

Viccarbe Collaborative Outdoor is a line of flexible furniture, 

for use both in and outdoor, that takes geometry and nature as 

a reference. Noble materials that endure over time and invite 

you to connect with the outside and make it an extension 

of the office. A place to get inspired and let creativity flow. 

Mediterranean essence in all its splendor. 
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Racing around nature Exploring nature in intermediate spaces
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Products on the picture:  
Season Sofa | Season Pouf | Trino Low Table

Working outdoors, surrounded by nature and fresh 
air, is good for the soul and for the business.
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Nature stimulates reason and emotion, resulting in increased productivity,  
focus and, creativity. The perfect canvas to start planning.

Products on the picture:  
Maarten Chair & Stool | Burin Table
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Pure functionality and adaptability. Our pieces 
have been conceived to discreetly integrate into 
indoor and outdoor spaces.

Products on the picture:  
Burin Table | Maarten Chair & Stool
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Products on the picture:  
Sistema Sofa & Pouf | Colubi Armchair | Trino Low Table 

Our spaces are a place of reunion, favoring conversation and collaboration, where different 
teams come together to explore and create.
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Products on the picture:  
Sistema Sofa & Pouf | Colubi Armchair | Trino Low Table

Designs that are capable of balancing spaces, 
contexts and users. Versatile furniture that adapts 
to any environment.
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Products on the picture:  
Solar table

Meet the new Solar table, a disruptive, out-of-the-box vision, which 
analyzes human behaviors yet to be resolved, and creates new 
collaborative models for both indoor and outdoor.
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Products on the picture:  
Solar table

Solar is an in and out swivel piece, which opens new territories yet to 
be discovered and brings new ways of interaction and collaboration. 
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Connectivity ‒ Battery Pack

Solar table is the result of our relentless search to attain an added 
value in every new project that we launch at Viccarbe.

A disruptive, out-of-the-box vision, which analyzes human be-
haviors yet to be resolved, and creates new collaborative models 
for both Indoor and Outdoor. Solar table is created by the British 
designer Marc Krusin, who got inspired by the kinetic and sculp-
tural quality of two discs floating in space, rotating round each 

New Solar table
Designed by Marc Krusin, 2021

other. The new table enhances privacy and collaboration, physical 
distance, and proximity, all in one. A mix of options due to the 
simple and sculptural proposal of a swivel piece composed by 
a table with an integrated seat, rotating according to the user’s 
requirements, when needing to move towards someone or de-
mand a dose of sunshine, as an elegant sunflower, to rejuvenate 
and switch off after several hours indoors.  

1. Battery Pack | 2. Four batteries to be 
recharged simultaneously in 7 hours. | 3. A 
magnetic key allows you to unlock the battery 
and extract it in a jiffy to recharge it. | 4. Its 
reinforced case and its IP 65 certification allow 
it to be used both indoors and outdoors.

Solar enhances privacy and collaboration, 
physical distance, and proximity.

Products on the left page:  
Solar table indoor version

Products on the right page:  
Solar table outdoor version
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IN

OUT

“Viccarbe Collaborative Outdoor is raised to foster collaboration, productivity, creativity, 
observation, inspiration and the personal growth of our teams, connecting us to nature and 

bringing back our cultural roots.”
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An urban oasis Inspire creativity

Products on the picture:  
Common Bench | Trino Low Table
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Products on the picture:  
Common Bench | Trino Low Table

Progressing towards new ways of interacting  in 
collaborative spaces with friendly pieces that work 
as a meeting point.
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Products on the picture:  
Trestle Table | Maarten Plastic Chair & Stool

It is all about choosing the right space and the right furniture. Two powerful tools to 
foster engagement, inspire innovation and achieve results.
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Working outside can increase focus, talent and 
morale. Teams get inspired and renewed.

Products on the picture:  
Trestle Table | Maarten Plastic Chair & Stool
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The 
exterior as 
a meeting 

point

“Noble materials that endure over time and invite you to connect with 
the outside and make it an extension of the office.”
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In constant movement Back to our roots

Products on the picture:  
Ace Lounge Chair | Maarten Low Table
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Products on the picture:  
Maarten Chair | Burin Table 

Redefining balance with pure pieces that bring 
calm and tranquility into the outdoor scenery.
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We build design upon behavior, offering versatile and 
multi-faceted pieces to be agile, creative and decisive.

Products on the picture:  
Season Sofa | Season Pouf | Trino Low Table
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Conclusions Viccarbe's Collaborative Outdoor collection is a reflection 

of our quest for excellence and innovation and, our ethos of 

continuous improvement. 

We want to leave our mark with a meaningful and coherent 

compilation, made from friendly noble materials, that lead into 

new ways of collaboration. 

Redefining the value of the office space as a center point to 

build, share and enjoy with others. Promote the exterior as a 

way of living. We hope you enjoy having some fresh air.  
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Outdoor Collection

Maarten Plastic Chair 
Sled base

Ace Armchair 
Metal base

Burin Table 
All dimensions up to D120 cm. All 
dimensions up to 100x100 cm for 
square tabletop

Colubi Armchair 
All collection

Trestle Table 
Dimensions: (Simple) 240x90 cm, 
200x90 cm, 240x120 cm.  
(Double) 360x120 cm. All heights

Maarten Low Table 
All dimensions up to D120 cm

Trino 
Model in T and marble sphere

Seson Pouf 
All dimensions

Solar Table
Indoor and outdoor version

Maarten Chair 
Sled base

Maarten Plastic Stool 
Sled base

Maarten Stool 
Sled base

Sistema Legs Sofa 
Scissors legs, 2 and 3 seats

Common Bench 
All dimensions

Sistema Floor Sofa 
2 and 3 seats

Sistema Bench 
2 and 3 seats

Season Sofa 
All dimensions

Season Bench 
All dimensions

Season Chair
All collection

NEW

Timeless pieces designed in the Sun.  
A thoughtful collection to give comfort,  
softness and warmth to any space

For more info: www.viccarbe.com/outdoor
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EL ISA OSSINO

JOHN PAWSON

LIEVORE ALTHERR MOLINA MARC KRUSIN

JEAN-MARIE MASSAUD

NAOTO FUKASAWA

PATRIC IA URQUIOLA

VÍCTOR CARRASCOPIERO L ISSONI

Our Designers

We want to welcome you to the place where everything happens, we invite you to en-
joy reading and to take in huge doses of inspiration. Browse around our site to find 
the files you need to prescribe our products. Download easily 2D and 3D files, access 
technical data and discover our picture gallery that will help with your specifications. 

Make www.viccarbe.com your comfort zone and enjoy the journey.

2D · 3D · BI M · Rev it · Tech inal Sheets · Qualit y Tests · 
Samples · pCon

viccarbe.com

We cannot predict the future but we can design our own with the help 
of the most talented ones. We strive to improve everyday by learning 
from the best, we are always evolving and constantly seeking ways of 

getting better. We are honoured that the world’s top designers wish to 
interpret our Mediterranean lifestyle, regardless of their country of 
origin, to conceive sensational pieces to brighten our lives.
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Credits

© Brands, designs and commercial presentation protected. Viccarbe, March 2021.

Viccarbe

Concept & Art Direction

Texts

Marta Cerezo
mamasenaccion.es
elarcanazaret.org
casacaridad.com
fundaciokalida.org

Quickship

This program includes a curated selection of products in stock, 
ready to ship in one week, from our warehouse into your project. 
Contact with our sales department to order and check availability.

DEI Manifesto (Diversity, Equality & Inclusion) 

We believe in a diverse and inclusive furniture industry by building 
meaningful, enduring, and respectful relationships across different 
cultures. Our Mediterranean spirit follows us wherever we go and 
even though we are deeply committed to making Viccarbe everyday 
a much more inclusive and diverse company, there is still so much 
to do. We are a flexible, welcoming, and supportive team with a high 
responsibility to be part of the change. 

Sustainability

We believe that sustainability is designing and producing furniture 
that will stay with us for the longest time possible. Furniture we do 
not want to throw away. The concept of environmental wellbeing 
becomes important for us from the moment of the furniture 
conception, right through its design until the end of its useful life 
cycle and taking its packaging in consideration too, which is always 
made from over 80% recycled cardboard. 

Quality

Viccarbe has a demanding environmental certified project, due to 
our total commitment to the sustainable manufacturing program. 
BIFMA quality certification available for download on our website 
for the selected collections.

pCon Community

Viccarbe’s configurable data is available on pCon planner, the free 
innovative platform for interior design professionals to quickly 
showcase, configure 3D project layouts and prepare easy quotations 
with updated price lists at all times. Start to prescribe Viccarbe with 
pCon and let your imagination flow.

Responsibility

We are committed to help and support local charities to help 
them raise awareness for their cause. We are partners of different 
associations, such as the following:



VICCARBE.COM


